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PART I

A. PURPOSE I

1. This report summarizes work accomplished under Naval Ship Systems

Command Contract N000a4-67-C- 12l1 for the period 11 January 1967 through
30 Jun e , 1967.

2.’ The purpose of this contract is to design , develop , fabricate and install

four (4) transducer calibration systems for transducer repair facilities at naval

shipyards~~ This work is being performed in accordance with the contractor s

technical pr~ pbsal number 82108 , dated 29 September 1966 subject to technical

instructiens ~~om the Commander , Naval Ship Systems Command , SHIPS 1622D.

This contract originally established a priority of delivery as follows:

First System - Boston Naval Shipyard

Second System - Mare Island Division , San Francisco Bay
Naval Shipyar d

Third System - Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard

• Fourth System - Boston Naval Shipyard

3. Attention is directed to Naval Ship Systems Command Contract

• N00024-67-C-l385 dated 29 May 1967. Under this contract the government is to

furnish a number of pieces of equipment for use in fabricating the four systems.

4. Attention is also directed to Contract Number NObsr-93 125 dated

January 31 , 1967. Under this contract the contractor was to deliver a transducer

calibration system to the University of Texas , Defense Research Laboratory,

Austin , Texas . This system was to be nearly identical to the four systems for the

naval shipyards.

5. The technical representative of the Commander , Naval Ship Systems

Command , SHIPS 1622D, has instructed the contractor to disregard the original

priority of delivery. The contractor was instructed instead to design , develop ,

fabricate and to install the University of Texas transducer calibration system

(see paragraph 4 , above) at the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard Transducer Repair

Facility. b!STRTBtmO?1 STATEMENT A
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6. The contractor has further been instructed to deliver the first 8ystem

under Contract N00024-67-C-lZll  (see paragraph 1, above) to the Mare Island

Division , San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard Transducer Repair Facility. The

new priority of delivery for the remaining three (3) systems is to be established

— later.

7. The change in priority of the delivery of the four (4) systems does not

alter the original schedule of delivery of the contract.

However , because the DRL system is nearly identical to the other four

(4) systems, the effect of the reassignment of priorities was to make the DRL

system “System 1” in the original priority list .

8. This report , therefore , summarizes work accomplished under both

of the contracts , which in aggregate , is for delivery of five (5) systems. The

direct labor hours , reported in the following paragraph , are for the four (4)

shipyard systems only.

B. GENERAL FACTUAL DATA

The following employees of the contractor , and the man-hours work performed

by each during the period covered by this report , is tabulated below ;
ft

NAME TITLE HOURS

Bradford , J. A. Technician , Special Systems 35

Coker , W. R. Technician, Special Systems 208

Fuhner , H. R. Manager , Special Systems 89
Hart , J. A. Engineer , Special Systems 323

Hollis, J. S. Principal Engineer , Research 41

Hutchins , S. F. Staff Engineer, Research 14

James , C. E. Product Manager , Underwater Sound 204
Instrumentation

Lyon , J. ‘I’. Manager , Electromagnetic Studies 12

Phillips, L. J. Technician , Special Systern a 55

Pippin. J. E. Director , Research 63

Wilkerson , J. E. Engineer , Special Systems 343
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C. DETAILED FACTUAL DATA

1. Delivery of the DRL System

a. General

A Scientific -Atlanta Model 1100-82139 Transmission Measure -

ment System was shipped to the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard by air freight on
May 12, 1967. Mr. Curtis E. James went to Pearl Harbor for the period of
May 22 thru June 2, 1967 to assist in the installation and to conduct training
sessions.

b. Installation

The equipment had arrived in good physical condition , had been

uncrated by shipyard personnel and had been put in place. It is located in a
building which the shipyards Combat Systems Division has had moved onto the
concrete pier at their transducer calibration facility.

It had ori ginally been the intent of the contractor to ship the

• system to Pearl Harbor and supply insturctions for installation by shipyard
personnel. The object of this was to allow as much time as possible for the
technical training. In order to carry out this intent, an exchange of correspond-
ence took place between the contractor and Lt. J. B. Wilcox , Superintendent of
the Combat Systems Division . Generally, this correspondence related to the
interface of the equipment being delivered by the contractor , with the equipment
and the facilities being furnished by the shipyard . Instructions were given for
fabrication of most of the interconnecting cables. (Where lengths, terminations,
or hardware for fabricating the remaining cable s could be determined, or were
of a special nature , they were fabricated by the contractor and shipped to the
shipyard.)

After the system had been disassembled for shipment , it was felt
that the re-assembly, although not complicated , was too hard to describe by
letter , and the shipyard was informed that assembly would be done by the
contractor.
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Unfortunately. the shipyard had not been able to schedule the
fabrication of the cable s , so that a considerable amount of training time
was lost.

Most of the first day was spent reassembling the con sole . Power
was not available to turn the system on until Wednesday morning of the first
week. Most of Wednesday was then spent verif ying that the equipment was
operating normally. The rest of Wednesday, Thursday , and part of Frid ay were
spent fabricating the interface cables.

The training sessions were formally started on Friday afternoon .
They were completed on Tuesday.

It was hoped that demonstration s of calibration techniques , using
actual transducers in the water could start Wednesday morning, but , unfortunately,
no projectors were available . A TR139 element was used to demonstrate how the
equipment furnished was to be used to plot low-power , CW , impednace loop s in
air.

Thursday was spent looking at two interface problems. The first
• of these problems dealt with the operation of the FQM-l Training Mechanism.

During an inspection of the facilities at Pearl Harbor , on March 13 and 14, by
• Messrs .  Hugo Fulmer and Curtis Jame s , the shipyard was advised to look into

the possibility of building a control panel for the FQM-l Training Mechanism
that would operate as a rate control for it. The shipyard was to construct this
panel , and it was then to be mounted in the c ontractor ’s console.

The shipyard had con structed the panel , but could not provide rate
control. Consequently, it provided almost no control over the training mechanism
speed and regulation . The contractor attempted to look at this system , to impliment
a rat e control , but this could not be done with the available facilities.

The second problem looked at dealt with the presence of interfering
signals in the two instrumentation racks furnished by the shipyard. Because of
the tight schedule , the shipyard had not been able to devote any time to planning
the grounding of the overall facility. Most of Thursday was spent helping shipyard
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personnel plan a ground system , and installing some of it. Scientific-Atlanta
had previously advised the shipyard of the probability that RFI filters would
have to be installed in the power lines entering the building to eliminate RFI ,
and it may turn out that this will be required to solv e the problems.

Late Thursday afternoon , a projector for an SQS-4 was delivered
to the facility, however , it could not be put in the water until that night .

On Friday morning, the last day of the training session , the
projector was in the water , and demonstrations were given. It was possible
to measure beam patterns and source level. It was not possible to measure
frequency response , or use the equipment associated with the semi-automatic
frequency response sub-system in the console . This is because the only power
amplifier available at the calibration facility has a high-Q tuned class C output
stage that will not operate off-frequency. Neither was it possible to demonstrate
operation of the Voltage -Current Normalizer , because thi s power amplifier has
heavily clipped preamplifier stages that make the output signal independent of
the input signal.

On Friday a summary memorandum was prepared which recommended
• what action the Combat Systems Division might wish to take to clear up the remain-

ing problem s and to maintain the equipment and the facility in good operating
• condition . Since Lt. Wilcox , the Combat Systems Superintendent was absent ,

the memorandum was submitted to Mr. J. A. Woodman , Chief Combat Systems
Engineer.

This memorandum covered the following points:

(1) A strong training program should be instituted which has as its
objectiv e the familiarization of all operating and direct line supervisory personnel
with the equipment that has been installed. This program should cover the
following activities , as a minimum:

(a) The principle of operat ion , front panel controls , input
and output connectors , maintalnence and calibration sections of each of the
instruction manuals for instruments in the console should be studied on a routine
schedule.
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(b) A schedule should be devised which , on a routine basis ,
should schedule calibration and preventive maintenance procedures.

(c) The overall system block diagram should be studied

until the inter-relationship of all components is essentially memorized , and

their inter-connection to perform specific tests becomes second -nature.

(2) Detailed and formal diagrams should be prepared to document

the following:

(a) All of the cables that have been installed between the
SA console , the power amplifier , the magnetic servo amp lifier , and the rack
containing the stav e selector panel.

(b) The AC power wiring to the building, including the ground s
of all pieces of equipment . These diagrams should show electrically and
goemetrically where the ground s are made.

(c) All of the auxiliary items used in conjunction with the
system , such as , the stave selector panel , the capacitor tuning panel , the
training mechanism control panel , etc .

(3) The electricians should finish the AC wiring to the building.
All of the convenience outlets should be properly polarized . The air conditioners
should be installed.

(4) Long-lead replacement spare parts should be procured.
Expendable supplies (pape r , pens , ink , e t c . )  should be procured on a max/min
inventory basis.

(5) An eng ineer should be assigned to look into the elimination of
the 10 MHz amplitude modulated interference that permeates the building. These
signals do not appear on the SA console , because of the self-contained grounding
system. It may be necessary to install the low-pass power-line filters that SA
had previously recommended.
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(6) An engineer should be assigned to look into the source of , and
the elimination of the 4. 5 amp DC ground current that flow s when the new building
is strapped to a salt-water ground .

(7) An engineer should be assigned to modif y the present training
mechanism control panel so that it can be operated in a true rate (speed-regulated )
mode.

c. Conclusions

The following two recommendations are mad e , in addition to the
recommendations given to the shipyard in the memorandum summarized above.

1. The high power amplifier now being used has characteristics
that make it unsuitable for calibration purposes with the new equipment . The
output stage is tuned Class-C . Thus it will deliver significant power only at the
resonant frequency of its output tank circuit. The driver stages are over-driven
and heavily clipped. Thus the El normalizer cannot be used to control its p~ wer
output by adjusting the level of the input signal . It is recommended that the
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard be furnished at least one of the twenty 3-KVA power
amplifiers being furnished to this program by CML , as soon as possible.

2. The dependence upon the shipyard crane , and the lack of a

hoist mechanism seriously restrict the ability of the present facility to take
advantage of the new equipment . Installation of a mono-rail supported crane will
help somewhat , but it would still be inconvenient to rapidly install and remove
single transducer elements.

2. Work Accomplished Under Contract N00024-C- 12 1l

A great part of the effort directed toward the over-all intent of this
contract - - to furnish standard calibration systems to the three major naval
shipyard transducer repair facilities - - has been expended in delivering the DRL
system to the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard . The reason for doing this was
explained in the preceding paragraph A. Effort charged to the above named

contract was primarily channeled into two areas:
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a. Inspection and Study of Facilities

(1 )Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard

Messrs. Hugo Fulmer Fulmer (Product Line Manager , Special
Systems) and Curtis Jame s (Product Manager , Underwater Sound Instrumentation)
visited the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard on March 13th and 14th . During this
period , M;ssrs. Herman Evans (Naval Ship Systems C o m m a n d )  and Dudley Baker
(Defense Research Laboratory, University of Texas) were also present.

A meeting was held to advise Pearl Harbor of the nature of the
system being furnished. This included general information as capabilitie s , size ,
and weight of the shipment , method of shipment and estimated shipp ing schedule.
Their facility was then inspected to discover what interface problems would exist
between the new equipment and the on-site equipment that was to be retained. A
second meeting was then held , at which time the shipyard was advised of what
they would be required to do to eliminat e these problems.

(2) Mare Island Division , San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard

The inspection and study of the facilitie s at Mare Island was made
during the return trip from P~~.rl Harbor on March 16th. Mr. Dudley Baker was
not present on this trip. The meetings held here paralleled those conducted at Pearl
Harbor.

3. Observations Transmitted to the Naval Ship Systems Command

On March 21st , a letter was transmitted to Mr. Herman Evan s, summarizing
observations that were made at the Pearl Harbor and Mare Island Naval Shipyards.
A copy of that letter is included with this report in the correspondence appendix .

Paragraph 1 of that letter addressed itself to a problem that still exists.
• It was therein pointed out , that for Scientific -Atlanta to do an effective job in

carrying out the intent of the contract , it would be highly desirable to hav e

• technical data which gives nomenclature and specifications of the projectors with
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which the shipyards are required to deal. Scientific -Atlanta has acquired some
of this information, but it is fairly old , and hence does not includ e the later, but
widely used projectors and their modifications. In a telephon e reply to this
matter , Mr. Evans indicated that he had commissioned Stanford Research
Institute to compile such data.

Four problems were discussed under paragraph 2 of this letter. Subsequent
information was made available to Scientific -Atlanta by Pearl Harbor which
permitted the last three problem s to be solved. The remaining problem was the
desi gn of a sampling box for the El Normalizer so that it could properly handle
Pearl Harbor ’ s power amplifier.

This problem arose because the system delivered to Pearl Harbor was
actually funded through the Defense Research Laboratory of the University of

Texas. The original proposal to DRL did contain an amount of money and labor
to design this item, but it was subsequently removed from the contract at the

request of Mr. Dudley Baker. Each of the four systems which will be delivered

under the contract with the Naval Ship Systems Command will have such a unit
as designed by Scientific-Atlanta. This design will be made compatible with

• additional requirements which are placed upon this item by the Pulse Vector

Voltmeter.

The lack of having this unit does not hamper the immediate operations of
the facility at Pearl Harbor , because of the fact that their power amplifier has
characteristics that would preclud e its effectiv e use in any case.

The third paragraph of this letter pointed out the fact that much of the
equipment in the console was not required for “run-of-the-milP ’ daily testing
of hi gh-power projectors;  it being more suitable for  the testing of low-level
hydrophones. Mr.  Evans has since pointed out that the shipyards and the
interested technical people at the naval laboratories are well aware of this ,
and that the equipment was included to give the shipyards a complete test and
evaluation capability beyond their present scope of work.

The final paragraph of this letter requested a redefinition of the scope
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of the stud y portion of the contract. This point was subsequently cleared up
by a meeting in Washington between Scientific-Atlanta personnel and the Naval
Ship Systems Command . It was agreed that another meeting would take place
in Atlanta at the contractors plant on Jun e 8th and 9th , at which time the Naval
Ship Systems Command would receive a presentation on this subject by
Scientific -Atlanta.

b. Development of the Pulse Vector Voltmete r

This instrument is being developed so that impedance measurements
can be made on transducers under pulse conditions at rated power. The concept

and planning stage of the development is complete, the circuit design phase is
90% complete , and the construction of the first prototype is 15% complete.

3. Visit by Personnel from Naval Ship Engineering Center

On April 26 , Messes. James Riley and Dale West from the Naval Ship
Engineering Center, visited Scientific -Atlanta. The purpose of their visit was

to pass on information that they had been gathering relative to the measurement

of impedances of elements of one of the SQS 23 projectors. Most of their data

referred to the TR 208. They indicated that there was a strong indication that

this type of measurement, when made at rated power under pulsed conditions
may very well be one of the most important single types of measurements that

could be made in detecting bad elements for this type of projector, that can be

made on a ship.

It appears that this may also be true for repair facilities , provided that the
time required is reasonable. In view of this, Scientific-Atlanta will soon submit

an unsolicited proposal to add certain features to the Pulse Vector Voltmeter ,
now under development , to automate this function .

4. Unsolicited Proposal concerning the Pulse Vector Voltmeter

Briefly, this proposal will be a recommendation that the scope of the contract
be increased so that the Pulse Vector Voltmeter will be capable of reading either
the real and reactive component s of impedance, the magnitud e and phase ang le of
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the impedance , or the real power with which the transducer is driven. It

will be further recommended that equipment by developed to automatically
collect this data from the elements of a complete transducer and print the
results on a rectangular chart format with an automatic IBM electric type-
wri ter .  This feature is being recommended because it appears that up to
three measurements on each of several hundred elements should be made to
completely evaluate a transducer and the labor of switching and logging over
a thousand measurements manually is undesirable . To implement this part
of the proposal , a junction box will hav e to be built so that connections to the
transducer  under test will be made in a standard way, a scanner will be re-
quired to connect the elements one at a time , sequentially,  to the measuring
instruments , and a programmer will be required to operate the scanner , the
IBM typewriter , and the pulsing system of the main console. Finally, it will be
recommended that this equipment be formulated into a sub-measurement con sole ,
ind ependent of the main console . This console will probably hav e the form of a
single straight rack of equipment , which will contain the programmer , the
pulse vector voltmeter , its power indicating sub-chassis, its Z-sub-chassis,
its sampling box , the XY recorder , etc.

5. Government Furnished Equipment under Contract N0 0024-67-C- 1385

Almost all of the equipment required to be delivered to the government
by Scientific -Atlanta under this contract has been delivered. The four consoles
will not be assembled until shortly before their delivery. Some of the line
dr ivers  on the ori ginal equipment list are no longer required in the systern.~,
so they were not delivered . All of this equipment has been accepted by the
area Naval Inspector and is presently being stored in the plant at Scientific -
Atlanta.

6. Government Furnished Equipment for Contract N00024-67 -C -1211

Non e of the equipment to be furnished by the government for use with thi s
contract has been received. It was requested on 13 February 1967 , and was
due 13 June 1967. This matter was brought to the attention of the Director of
the Atlanta reg ional DCASR on June 28th . This letter also notified DCASR that
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the overall contract schedule would quite likely be delayed unless this equip-
ment was delivered promptly. Mr.  Herman Evans informed the contractor
that these contracts were let on June 29th.

- 7. Visit By Personnel from Naval Ship Systems Command

The meeting referred to in paragraph C2a(3) took place at Scientific -
Atlanta on June 8th and 9th. Messrs. Glenn Moore and Herman Evans

attended from the Naval Ship Systems Command . Most of the information
contained in this report was summarized and presented at that time. It was

also agreed that the Research Department at Scientific-Atlanta , to which the
responsibility for the major portion of the study effort under this contract
has been assigned , would shortly submit a proposal which would re-evaluate
this portion of the contract in light of present knowled ge and submit a new
proposal suggesting a redefinition of the scope of the study portion of the
contract.

8. Rescheduling of Training Classes

The present contract allows for an in-house training program , scheduled
to beg in about the 1st of September , after  the first system is checked out but
before it is shipped. Representatives of the shipyards were to be invited to
attend this program , at which time a familiarization and orientation program
would be off er ed , with demonstrations being made on an actual system.

Since the start of this contract , Scientific -Atlanta has had several other
contracts which required that a training session be conducted before shipment
of the equipment. The results were not favorable , and the indication is that
very little of what is presented in these sessions is retained. Far more
favorable result s have been obtained when such equipment is first  placed in the
customer ’ s hand s , and the training session is conducted shortly thereafter ,
on-site.

During this meeting, Scientific -Atlanta suggested that this part of the
contract be indefinitely delayed. The two week installation and training sessions
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that are conducted at the shipyard concurrent with the delivery of the system
seems to be entirely adequate to train the operators. The ability to give
personal attention to the operators , backed-up by reinforcing what they have
been taught immediately, seems to be a far superior way to transmit this

L information. Messrs. Moore and Evans agreed. It was suggested that this
time might be used after delivery of the last system to hold a symposium, at
which time the problems in applying the instrumentation to the measurement
situation at the various shipyards could be discussed and solutions offered.

9. Note Concerning Procurement of Polar Recorders  by Naval Shipyards

The following information is presented for the information of those
concerned. Each of the shipyards that will receive instrumentation systems
under this contract have ordered polar recorders under separate contract
numbers. Scientific-Atlanta was unable to coordinate these prccurements so
they were for identical instruments.

It is a policy of this company to offer consulting services to any
customer to insure that he understands the equipment and purchases what is
req uired to solve his problem. The contractor is particularly interested in
offer ing this service in connection with any equipment procurement that
furthers the desire of the Naval Ship Systems Command to establish standardized
measurement instrumentation at various of its facilities.

10. P rogress  Performance and Schedule

Scientific-Atlanta Drawing Number C46036 is included in this report as
an aid in evaluating the project performance and schedule. The numbers in
the left-hand column represent individual tasks.

Task 00 Project Administration

The purpose of this task is to perform the administrative duties required
by the contract that are not assignable to a specific system. It runs for the term
of the contract , and there are no definitive milestones within the task upon which
to report.
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Task 10 System A

The purpose of this task is to assemble and checkout the f i rs t  system.
At the outset of the contract , System A would have been assigned to Pearl
Harbor. Since Pearl Harbor was delivered the DRL system , System A will now
be delivered to Mare Island . The delivery of the DRL system to Pearl Harbor
did not change the scheduled delivery of System A. Assembly of this system
should start August 1st. Checkout should be complete on September 1st. Since
the GFE equipment required to complete this system has not been delivered to
Scientific-Atlanta by the government , this schedule is likely to slip . Note that
the in -house training (Task 50) was to hav e taken place upon completion of the
checkout of System A and before shipment. Since the training will not be held ,
as has been discussed , the first two weeks of September are uncommitted.
This means th at the late st that the GFE equipment could arrive without delaying
the contract would be August 15th . Assembly and checkout of System A would
then take place from August 15th to September 15th. A period of two-weeks has
been scheduled from September 15th to October 1st to allow for shi pping and
preliminary uncrating and installation at the shipyard. The installation of
System A would begin on October 1st and end on October 15th .

Tasks 20 , 30 , and 40 Systems B , C , and D

These systems will follow the installation of System A , generally in the
order indicated. It will be noted that they follow rather closely, so that a
delay in shipping System A due to lack of the GFE will most likely be propagated
through the remainder of the contract.

Tasks 11 , 21 , 31 and 41 Installation and Training

These tasks account for the installation of the four systems defined by
tasks 10, 20 , 30 and 40,

Task 43 Power Amplifier On-Site Checkout

This task is to provide evaluation of the CML power amplifiers afte r they
have been installed with the second system to be delivered to the Boston Shipyard.
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Task 44 Power Amplifier Liason/Interface

This task is approximately two and one-half months behind schedule
because of a delay in is suing a contract to CML for the power amplifiers. This
task is included to allow CML and Scientific -Atlanta to work together to solv e
interface problems between the transducer,  the power amplifiers and the rest
of the system. CML could not , of course , devote engineering time to this
effort until they received a contract for their services.

Task 50 In-House Training

The delay in scheduling this task has already been discussed.

Task 81 Mechanical Interface Investigation

This task has been completed , since each of the shipyards has been visited
so that , at the proper time , the required interface information can be exchanged.

Task 82 , 83 Study

A discussion has alread y been given explaining the plan s for submitting
a recommendation with respect to the stud y portion of the contract.

Task 60 Pulse Vector Voltmeter

Progress on this development has been reported , together with an outline
of the proposed unsolicited proposal to expand the scope of this portion of this
portion of the contract.

Task 70 Manual

The purpose of this task is to provide a systems operation manual for the
equipment . Much of the groundwork for- this task has been laid by the work done
on the DRL system. It is estimated that there will be no difficulty in delivering
a manual with System A , as scheduled.
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D. CON C LUSIONS

1. It would be helpful if the Naval Ship Systems Command could expedite
delivery of the GFE equipment for contract N00024-67-C-l211.

2. It would be helpful if Scientific -Atlanta would be consulted prior to
the purchase of any of its products for use at the shipyards in calibrating
transducers if the standarization concept is to be maintained.

3. The training p~. ogram that was to have been held at Scientific-Atlanta
should be postponed.

4. Scientific -Atlanta should submit two proposal s to the Naval Ship
Systems Command as soon as possible . One proposal concerns the change
involving the pulse vector voltmeter. The second proposal concerns a redefined
scope of the stud y effort  that should be undertaken.

5. The Defense Research Laboratory, University of Texas , should be
consulted by the~Naval Ship Systems Command , to see if they would care to loan
the Pearl Harbor facility the high-power sampler that they had intended to add

• to the system had it been delivered to Austin as originally planned.

6. The Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard should be sent at least one of the
first 3KVA power amplifier modules that become available from CML so that
their measurement capability is not limited.

7. Scientific-Atlanta should submit a proposal to the Naval Ship Systems
Command to furnish Pearl Harbor with more convenient transducer positioning
and handling mechanisms.

8. The Pearl Harbor facility should implement the suggestions made at
the conclusion of the installation of their equipment as soon as possible .

-16-
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PART II

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INT ERVAL

The next interim report will be submitted after installation of the first
system at Mare Island . This installation will begin about October 1st , 1967 ,
unless it is delayed by not having received the GFE equipment to construct
the console .

Development on the pulse vector voltmeter will continue . A report will
be submitted on its status , and if a contract modification is made on the basis
of the proposal being submitted , the additional equipment will be covered in
the report as well.

If a contract modification is made with regard to the proposal being
submitted withregard to the study portion of the contract , a report outlining
progress made to date will be included in the next interim report .

PART III

SUPPLEMENTARY

The following section contains reproductions of significant correspondence
that took place during the interval covered by this report.
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Mar ch 21, 1967

~.r. Herman F vans
Ships 1622D
Naval Ship Systems Corrln;snd
Munitions Building
19t h and Constitution Ave. , N. W.
V~a.hingtoa, 1~. C. 20360

Dear Her man :

Durin~ our recent visit to the Pear l Harbor and Mare Island Naval Shipyard s,
several observati on s were mad e that I feel should be directed to your attention
immediatel y.

1. For Scienti fic-Atla nta to do an effectiv , job in carrying out the intent of our
contract , we need to collect a grea t deal of Information with respect to the
sonar . that are now in fleet use , a. nell as those that might become operational
in the near future.

The most urgent need in this respect . is to acq uire knowle dge abo~* the electrical
and physical char acte r istic, of th . projectors used with the various systems.
From our discussions with the personnel at the yard s , sad those prese nt from
DR IJ and NEL , it seemed that there was no single repository of such knowledge.

I found that It ‘was quit. comrr on to refer to the tra ndducer by an AN/SQS number,
which of course desigaates only the general sona r system with which a given
tr an sducer may b used . Within a system may be five or more different pro-
jecto r. , designa ted by a TR-XXX number. These num bers may at var ious times
designate different models of systems in use , or represent obsolete designs.

I also encountered vario us opinions on how much descri ptive knowledg. of this
typ e is In existence. At Pe arl, someone remark ed that there was practicslly no
rn*terinl of this nature In existence, that ‘perhaps GE published somethiag or
other on one or two projectors ”. C~ the othe r hand , at Mare, some of the people
felt that most of their t ,t  proc.dur e. evolved from technical manual s published
for the projectors , but they didn’t know where they were or who might have tbsm.

I think you can easily see how much more effective we could be in communicating
with the shipyard s. and In anticipating their measurem ent needs, If we had in-
formati on of this typ e.

I would greatl y appreciate It if you would try to find means for us to obtai n thi s
information, or to send us any laforma&ian of thi s nature that you may hav , In
your possession .

~~
‘: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IflPR~~rz~~~ia



Mr. Herman Evans
March 21, 1967
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2. I gained a great deal of insight by observing the production repair activities
at the two yards. It I s appara nt to me , particularly with respect to the facility
at Mare Island , that a great deal of attention needs to be devoted to the inter-
face problem - that is - how our equipm ent will be connected to the projectors.

Although the equipment that Scientific -Atla nta ii furn ishing is unquestionably
superior to anything that they now have at either of the two shipyards visited ,
it is , as It now I s being furnished , more of a research tha n a production repair
tool.

The link that is missing, is the lack of consideration of the Interfac e with the
projector. The other Interface problems , with primary wiring , with posit ioner . ,
with te st hyd rophones , et c . ,  are not difficult to solve , and were within the In-
ten ded scope of the contract. However it was not within the Intended scope of
the contract to build a system that was capable of rapid-f ire repeated test s on a
great number of elements. This is essent ially what the shipya rd. do.

At a later da te , we will hav e much more to say about the way that tests are
performed in evaluating these transducers. Of immediat, concern now , before
any of the equipment is shipped , is how to allow the yards to carry over their
present test procedures to our equipment . To emphasis . how urgent thi s re-
quirement I. , I feel that we would effectiv ely close down a facility such as Mare
Island , if we should Install our equipment without considering the production
repair methods now used .

Because of the urgency of this matte r , I will shortl y be giving you two sets of
recomme ndation s with respect to the Inter face problem .

The first recommend ation will be concerned with the operation of the DR L.
console at Pearl Harbor. Four areas need to be considered :

a. The design of a new sampling box for our El Norm alizer to handle
their 2.8 KVA power antpllfle r.

b. The design of an input panel to solve the interfac e b*tween the
te st hydropho ne , the calibrator . and the differential preamplifier.

c. The design of an output pane l to solve the interfac e problem
between their power amplifie r iaput term inal and our console .

d. The design of AC powe r line filters.

The second recommendation ‘will be broader in scope . It ‘will deal primarily
with a proposed solution to the production te sting of complete tran sducer arrays ,
such as is now done at Mare Island .

3. I wish to br ing a third observation to your attention. At both Pearl Harbor

~HIS FL~E IS BEST ~UALITT ?~~~ X1~~~I~
FROM O’.,)?Y 1~~51SH~ i~ I1~C



Mr. Herman Evans
March 21, 1967
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and Mare Island , the bulk of the work seems to be the repair and evaluation of
high-powe r projectors. It was stated to me at both locations that low power
transducers , especially hydrop houies, are quite often not repaired for economic
reasons. However, what concerned me was that at both yards, what work was
done , was belag performed at a separate facility. Our equipment is capable of
evaluating all transducers. Thus it would seem that unless all work was mov ed
to one Location, our equipment will end up bei*g used to test high-level devices,
and the low-level work ‘will continue being done at the second sit. with the
present obsolete equipment . In such an instance, a great deal of the instr umen-
tat ion in our system would not be very effective.

4. Finally, I feel that Scientific-Atlanta sad the Naval Ship Systems Command
should generate something that more clearly defines the scope of the study
portion of our contract than now exist.. I think that this should be done, even
if our contaactual obligatio n, were well defined - for the benefit of others who
are interested in this overall optimized facility concept.

You and Hugo ‘will undoubtedly be discussing some of the se points when you
meet in Boston, especially In light of what you might discover there. I think
the time then ‘would be proper to consider a technical meeting at Scienti fic -
Atlanta with at least some of the members of the “Calibration Committe e” to
discuss some of these point s In greater detail.

Sincerely ,

SCIENTIFIC -ATLANTA , INC.

Curtis E. 3am. .
Product Mana ger
Underwater So~md Instrumentation

CE.T/dk
cc: Scientific~Atlanta, 1u.

5801 Annapolis Road
Hyattsville, Maryland 20784
301-779-1515

B~SI ~~~~~~~Hi S ~‘A~’~ IS 
~~ t~~O .—.~~~~~
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March 28 , 1967

Mr. Herman Evans
Ship. 1622D
Naval Ship Systems C o m m a n d
19th and Constit ution Avenue , N. W.
Washington. D. C. 20360

Dear Herman:

Hugo and I would like to try to arrange the visit to the Boston Naval Shipyard
for Tuesday April 18 and Wednesday April 19.

We would like to return to Washingto n with you on Wednesday evening and ,
provided you concur , meet with you and Glenn Moore on Thursday morning,
April 20. I have attached to this letter a brief descri pt ion of the top ics that
need to be discussed during this meeting .

I received the letter that you mailed concerning the plan for the Standardized
Naval Shipyard Transducer Calibration Program . Enclosur e 1 to thi s letter
was attached , but enc losure 2 was not. Did you intend to omit it?

The DRL system seems to be proceeding on schedule. We hav e all of the
equipment mounted into the console , except for a few item. that are runni ng
lat e from vendors. I don ’t anticipate any proble m in meetin g our Intende d
shippin g date of April 24, 1967.

Please call me and confirm the date s given for the vi.it to Boston and the
meeting with Glenn . I hope that we can make these date. , because the
following week I will be pretty well tied up In getting read y to ship DRL.

Sincerely,

SCIENTIFIC -ATLANTA, INC.

Curtis E. James
Product Manager
Underwater Sound Instrume ntation

CEJ/dk
Enclosure
cc: Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.

5801 Annapoli s Road
Hyatts ville . Maryland 20784
301-779—1515

~ i~ S F’LG~ iS BF~ST QUAII?l
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Points that need to be clarified with NSSC after trip to Boston Shipyard.

1. Redefinition of Intended scope of Scientific-Atl anta ’. stud y program .

a. Is scope as defined in proposal consistent with NSSC Intent ?

b. What is relationshi p of study to SRI ’ s function to suppl y
standardized calibration methods as indicated by Herman ’.
letter ?

c. What is relationshi p of stud y to DRL ’s partici pation in program ?

( 1) In view c~f Dudley Baker ’s remark that he doe s not think it
was NSSC ’ s intent to recomme nd test methods.

(2) In view of  Dudley Baker ’s remark that they are working
on equipni ent (hardware) to implement some standard test
met hods.

2. Unless modified during the discussion of point 1 above , it would appear
that SRI has been commissioned to recommend standardized calibration
procedures , and a Naval Laboratory (MEL ?)  will shortly be com-
missioned to give training lectures.

Scientific-Atlant a will be inviting shipyard personnel to a two week
training sea sion in Atlanta about August or September. At this time
it will be impossible not to touch upon the two areas above , How can
a coordinated picture be presented on Scientific-Atlanta ’s timetable?
How can above be coordinated with system manual ?

3. Scientific-Atlant a has recognized that a potentially ser ious situation
will exist unless considerable effort be expended to solve the pro-
duction-orient ated ( rather than engineering evaluation orientated)
app roach to testin g that seems to be req uired for a transducer repai r
facility.

Part of an effective recommendation toward solving this interface
prob lem i. a knowled ge of what might evolve from a standard cali-
bration met hod s recommendation. How is this to be scheduled ,
considerin g the equi pment delivery timetable , so as not to impair
the capacity of the various rep air facilities?

4. Scientific-Atlanta has noted that at both Pearl Harbor and San Francisco
(Boston has not been visited at thi . date), sepa rat. facilities ar e main-
ta ined for hi gh-power projector testing and low-powe r hydrop hone
test ing. Scientific-Atlanta ’s console contains equipment appropriate
to both types of teats . A. an observer , it is not clear what effect
having all of this equi pment at the one facility will have.

5. it is Scientific-Atlanta ’s opinion that the order In which equipment is
to be delivered to the shipyards is not to be the order specified In the
contract. If thi s is so , the correct order needs to be defined so that
problems peculiar to that shipyard may be solved concurrent with
delivery of their system.

Tft~3?,’~~ i~; 
~~~~~~~ JALITT~ 1,1~~~O~
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Page 2 - continued

6. The effectivenes, of Scientific -Atlanta’s training lectures, manuals , and
solutions to interface problems depend s somewhat upon acquiring dat*
in the following two pri mary areas. We would welcome suggestions on
how to collect this data.

a. Specific detailed knowle dge of present transducer ., known test
procedures , model numbers , system numb ers, etc.

b. Mea n s of having disseminated to us knowled ge that now rests
rather informally in the hand s of var ious ccnsulta~ts (MEL , DRL ,,
SRI, etc.)
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DTSCUSSIO~I OF L h JU~A~~ r?.~QuIk~ f ~~i 1rJ

1. This enclosure deliniates the actions required by Scientific—Atlanta and

L the Pearl Harbor Naval Shi~ rard ( PHNSY) to effect a coordinated effort in

solving the interface requirements bet~’een the existing equipuent at Pearl

and the Scientific—Atlanta i.nstruinentation console .

2 . With reference to the information sent to SA on 1~areh 31:

a. Am I correct to assume that the two racks shown on the set of four

sketches is the same as the “power amplifier” shown on drawing 21—67?

Do these racks also contain the magnetic servo amplifier f or the FQM

training mechanism?

b. Should not the capacitor matching network and the sampling unit be inter-

changed? The answer depends upon what you consider to be external to

the stave you are measuring.

3. The following points concern equipnent racks 1 and 2 that you are providing:

a. The input connections to the power amplifier are shown on sheet four of

the set of sketches. I recommend that the ground at TB—8 , terminal 1

be removed . PHNSY should make the cable to connect the input of the

power amplifier to the SA console. It is recommended that you use

RG 59A/ tJ coaxial cable . Tersiinate the console end of the cable with a

standard BNC—series connector . Terminate the power amplifier end of

the cable at TB—8 , terminals 1 and 2. SA will furnish a precision

75—ohm shunt that should also be connected across these two terminals.

In order to get the length of the cable correct , assume that the mating

connector f or
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this cable is located at the rear of the conso]0 on the hotton ,

near the middle .

b. The input and output connections to the sampling unit are shown on page

two of the set of sketches. The details are not quite correct. Attach-

ment 1 to this letter gives the interface requirements. Note from this

attachment that PHNSY is to furnish two cables, and furnish information

so that SA can make three cables.

c. The tentative layout of the equi.pnent in rack 1 and 2 is shown on sheet 1

of the set of sketches.

(1) The El sampling unit is 3* inches high.

(2) The following additional equipnent should also be mounted in these racks:

Rack Panel Heigth (Inches)

114. General Radio l egohineter
7 Ballantine VTMV
5* Hewlett—Packard Volt—Ohmeter

114. Moseley XY Recorder
15-3/4 Dranetz Impedance I:eter
(PHNSY) Oscillator

3* Sweep Drive

(3)  Provisions must be made for furnishing AC power to each of these units.

(4) The first three items have been furnished under the contract to round

out the instrumentation compliment of the facility. They may be

mounted and used as desired.

(5) The last four items are used to make low—level CM impedance measure-

ments. Of these, the last two items are not furnished under this

contract.

( 6)  The XY recorder will require three cables. Two of these cables will

be used to connect the Yl and Y2 recorder inputs to the R and X

voltage outputs from the Dranetz Impedance Meter. The third cable

will be used to connect the Z—axis recorder input to the interface

panel on the SA console. This cable will be used to furnish to
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Mi - r ;~or1o r, an a~alo: vo~ ta: that  ~~~3 pro~)o:r~ ic .  al , to ~requ~~r~~~j.

Attachm ent  2 to thiz letter de3criboz how ~ J ~~iou 1d ~a~ri~ ato

the cable . The mating connector will be furrüched by SA.

(7) Since the oscillator is not being furnished under this contract ,

it is recommended that PHNSY attempt to utilize one that already

exists. Its output is required to go to the Dranetz Impedance

Meter. In order that the oscillator ’s output voltage remain

flat with frequency, and to preserve the accuracy of any atten-

uator it might have, a resistive load should be connected across

the input terminals of the Dranetz equipnent that is equal to the

output impedance of the oscillator.

(8) Since the sweep drive is not being furnished under this contract

either, it is recommended that PHJ~ISY move one of the sweep drives

mounted in the SA console for use with the Hewlett—Packard wave

analyzer to the rack, and mount it just under the oscillator.

When Scientific—Atlanta personnel come to Fearl Harbor for the

check—out of the system, a selection of timing belts and gears

will be made to permit the oscillators frequency control shaft

to be mechanically linked to the sweep drive mechanism.

(9) The Dranetz equi~nent has not been received at Scientific—Atlanta

yet, therefore furthur recommendations concerning its interface

cables cannot be made. One requirement that can be anticipated,

however , is the necessity of having some convenient way of con-

necting it so that individual staves can be switched into its

input. A manual has been requested from the vendor, and as soon

as it can be studied, more information concerning its intoroon—

* 
nection with the other equipnent will be forwarded.
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Thc’ :;y~i -’ri ir~. li ho supplied with provisions for usin i 
~ —205 hyr3rophones.

.~t is assumed that all such 1~~Jrophoncs will have ~~Iiie .~ont iaule to rea~h

the fro~ ~
. of tho SA console, where the differential input preamplifier Will

be mounted. All calibrations of the hydrophone’s sensitivity will be made

at this point .

A. Scientific—Atlanta will send to PdI’JSY, two adapter cables. These are

to be used with the two types of identical hydrophones but i’~hich have

different connectors. Each adapter cable will be pre—wired at one end

with a connector that mates with the preamplifier. 2HNSY will furn5s1~
and install on the other end of these adapter cables , one each of the

two types of connectors found on the TR—205 hydrophones commonly used.

Attachment 3 to this letter describes how the fabrication of these cables
is to be completed by PHN SY.

B. For a matter of record here, Scientific—Atlanta will furnish a third

adapter cable, which will be used in calibratin~ the hydrophones.

This adapter will be shipped with the system, and in structions in

its use will be part of the on—site checkout and instruction.

5. It was agreed during the meeting at Pearl Harbor that PIHJSY would make

a positioner control panel,5* inches high, to operate the rate mode of the

present FQM training mechanism. This panel would contain wiring very

similar to that shown in Figure 2—23 of the FQM manual, less the wiring

associated with Bl6Oland B 1602 . These were the indicator and control

synchros , and are no longer used .

A. Scientific-Atlanta would like to recommend that the terminal board ,

TB 1601 in Figure 2—23 not be used, but that a chassis—mounting connector

be employed instead . If rnNSY will then furnish SA the model number

and the description of the connector chosen , SA will fabricate and

install in the console , a cable which will mate at one end with the

connector on PHNSY’ s control panel , and will terminate at the other

end with a bulkhead mounted connector on tho console s s roar
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1’. t e r . ‘ p~ ri

i~. F~ ’2 Will thcn pr~vidc a cable to conm~ct the ;~~i u .  etoi’ oii t~o ‘onsolc

interface panol to the r~a~~ctic serv o amplifier. It trill be assumed

that fl~2SY will be responsible for the proper operation of the rest

of the training mechanism, such as connection to the AC power lines,

limit switches, etc. One exception is that the present synchros in

the FQY training mechanism must be handled as described in the next

paragraph.

5. It had been decided during the meeting at Pearl that the synchros in the

present FQI T training mechanism could be used to furnish the positioning

information required by equi~*ncnt in the SA console.

A. Scientific—Atlanta will furnish to PIINSY an MS 3 1O6A—2O— 7F~ connector.

This will m ate with a connector on the consolet s interface nanel.

13. PHNS Y will use this connector to fabricate a cable to connect the

synehros in the FQi~ training mechanism to the console. This connector

must be wired as follows:

Fin No. Function

A 1:1 synchro, Ri

B 36:1 synchro Rl

C 1:1 and 36:1 synchros R2

D 1:1 synchro Si

E 1:1 synchro S3

F 36:1 synchro S3

G 36:1 synchro Si

H 1:1 and 36:1 synchros S2

6. Scientific—Atlanta consoles are wired as indicated on Attachments 4 and 5

to this letter. The AC receptacle referred to by “Not e 1” and labelled

“Custc,ner ’a Service” should be furnished by PHNSY. This receptacle is

identified by the letter which accompanies the sketch .



It normally mounts in a 4 X 4 inch square receptacle box .

A. Using this approach, the console may be unplugged at the wall.

An entirely satisfactory alternative, is to cut the plug off the end

of the consoles power cable, and permanently connect the remaining

wires into circuit A5, as shown on your drawing 21—67. The console

would then be unplugged by unscrewing the connector at the console

end of the power cable.

B. Using either approach, PHNSY should wire the building so that pins

X and Y are tied in parallel, and go to the “hot” side of the AC line.

Pin W should go to the “Neutral” side of the circuit. Pin G should

go to the AC wiring ground.

C. In order to allow for the maximum flexibility in solving any AC ground

loop problems that might arise during checkout at Pearl, it would be

convenient to have a threaded stud inserted through the wall of the

building so that ground wires could be attached to it from both the

inside and the outside. The object would be to strap the console

electrically to the building frame, then run a salt—water ground from

the outside. It might also be necessary to experiment with runn ing

a separate equipnent grounding conductor to the salt—water.

7. Scientific—Atlanta will provide a BNC—type connector on the console’s

rear interface panel to provide the drive signal for the power amplifier.

FFJNSY will fabricate a cable to connect this to the power amplif ier.

8. During the meeting at Pearl , FHNSY agreed to investigate the AC power

line for voltage regulation and transient spikes of voltage. They were

to provide line voltage regulation if it were required . Scientific—Atlanta

agreed to provide information on a satisfactory RFI filter, it is seemed

that these were required. SA has had good results using Sprague type 4OJX11

RFI Filters. These are in stock and cost $63.75 .
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Input Output

J2 - Set of 3 binding J5 — Set of 3 binding
posts on rear. (J9 is posts on rear. (J10 is
duplicate set on front.) duplicate set on front.)

~dsted air shielded \ -- ~~~ ~ risted pair shielded
cable, FHTTSY to furn- \ cable , PHNSY to furn-
ish ~ ish

Er P
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

SAFaING 

~~~~~~~~~ :~:~~
~jji ~r L_ 7,,~•1~ ~I 

Connections to
TB2 — 3, 4, 5, 6

~-r~ ~-r~ Li are not required.
,ii ~~ J7 R — R E D
~~~

- j- 
~~~~ B - BLACK

N

~,# If sample box and capacitor ~~~~SA will fabricate and send thesebox are interchanged , (see three cables. They connect to
paragraph 2b of cover let— the console interface panel.
ter) then, PHNSY is to furnish conserv-

ative estimate of length req—
* T-3 secondary high uired. Interface panel is at
# T—3 secondary low the middle, bottom , rear of the

console.
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Pin a ~~~~~~~
--. —--- • - .- - -  -

Pin b ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-_ - .- - -.~~ .

Pin c — .~~~~~! 
.-—-.-- - .

4

~S 3106—14S—5P connector
to be furnished by SA

FHNSY-furnished X —axis cable for XY recorder
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Blue wire from Shield from
pin A pin D

~~~~~~~~~ 
Connector

preamplifier)

White wire from
pinC

PHNSY is to add mating connectors as follows:

Pin A — Blue — Hydrophone High

Pin E — ~-!hite — Hydrophone Low

Pin D — Shield — r ust go to shield of hydrophone’s cable.

Sketch showing method of completing fabrication of
Hydrophone Adapter Cables to be furnished by SA.
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.— Tel. 404 .938-2930
FW X 810.166-4912

Gentlemen :

To coordinate the installation of the control console being
furnished by Scientific-Atlanta on the referenced purchase
order the cognizant engineer will require the following infor-
mation :

The line power requirement for the control console is approxi-
mately 

________  
watts assuming the positioner control unit is

furnishing positioner drive power at full rated load . If the
positioner loading during operation is not considered , the
console power requirement is approximately ________ watts .

As indicated in enclosure 1, we are furnishin g a 6-foot extension
cable terminated with a NEMA type 14-30 p plug (Hubbel Type
9432, Arrow-Hart Type 5732 , or equivalent) . This will require
installation of 115/230 volt, 3—pole , 4—wire service terminated
with a N EMA type 14-30R receptacle (Hubbel Type 9430 , Arrow-
Hart Type 5743, or equivalent).

The console end of the extension cable will be terminated with
a type MS 3].06A—22-22S connector and its mating connector will
be mounted on the console. The power line wiring internal to
the console will be such that the instruxn.ntat3on equipment will
be divided approximately equally between -the 115 V phase X to W
and the 115 V phase I to W.

Very truly yours,

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA , INC.

Howard L. Crispin ~: -

Marketing Manager
HLC:mjw Antenna Instrumentation

Enclosure 

. .

1a~e ai~d Ii,qflu.r1 OØk.~ N SIftoi’ , H*w Yo,k . WusIflN~~t.,, Do~Io~, L.. ANg IeI.
in M.j.c Csti., Tht.wghoi.t The Fm. W*t Pd.
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May 3, 1967

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
Box 400
Fleet P~ st Office
San Francisco , California 96610

Reference:  Code 2390 , ?~ April 1967

Attention : J-  A. Woodrn an
Combat Systems Superintendent, Actin g

Dear Mr. Wuodman:

I received j our above referenced lette r and will answer the que stions you asked
under ADDITIONA L RACK MOUNTED EQUIPMENT .

Since our visit to Pearl Harbor , we have also inspected the facilities at Mare
Island and Boston . It was apparant that the original console layout would hav e
been awkward to use. For this reason I recornniended in my letter of April 7
that some equipment he removed from the console so that it could be mounted
in a separate rack , near the point in the facility where the cable from the tran s-
ducer were more accessible . Essentia lly , the equipment I removed is the equip-

• n-tent that would be used in makin g low-level CW impedance measurement s on
the elements. Since the cable from the transduc er goes to the power amp lifier ,
not the SA console , you can see how awkward it would be to make conne ctions to ,

• for examp le , the Dra netz Impedance Meter. The only disad vantage to moving
the equipment out of the SA console is that the oscillator that is needed during
these impedance te sts must stay in the console for other tests. I thou ght it
would be easier if you provided an oscillator from your present set-up . As to
the sweep drive , there are three in the system , and I suggested temporaril y
removing the least used of those to driv e the dial of your oscillator . You were
not to worry about the mechanical interface between the oscillator and the sweep
drive , as I would attempt to b ring with me enough timing belt s and gears to find
a set that could be used to link them together.

When all seven pieces of equi pment are arranged in a separate rack as I had
envisioned , then all of the impedance measurement s can be made at one location.
These tests would be independent of the rest of the equi pment in the SA console.
Upon completion of these tests, the operator can move over to the SA console
and do all of the other testing that will be req uired .

• The direct answer to your que stion then is - - no , the Mose1~ y XY Recorder and
Dr anetz Impedance Meter are not in addition to those shown on our orig inal
console layout .

I am mailing, at the sam e time as this letter , a box of cables and connectors ,

~~~~~~~~~ ~~ BF~ST 4aULiil?! ~~~~~~~~~~~

TI’ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~o t~O ~~~~~~~~~



Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
May 3 , 196 7
Page 2

clearly identified , to be used In preparing your site for the interface of all
equipments. More details will be found in my last letter. I will put a copy of the
enclosure to this letter in the box with the cable s to make sure that they get to-
gether.

Xe did encounter one prob lem. We ha~.e been informed oy the manufacturer, ITT
Cannon Flectric , that the CA3IO6AZO-275-A9 -F32 connector that you are using
on the control panel you des igned for the FOM training mechanism is a special
connector with gold over silver plate contacts and tapered term inals. Altho ugh
there will be no mating problem with the standard line of connectors , they did not
recommending mixing the L; old contacts with other metal . Since the application
does not inv olve low-le~ el signals , I do not think this is a serious problem. How-
ever , if you want to do the extra work and play it safe, I an-i sending you a standard
equivalent of what you are using, so you can use It instead of what you proposed.

The console checkout is proceeding nicely - - I should be able to wrap it up forshipping toward the end of this week. I understand that it will fly to San Francisco
and to Honolulu on United Airlines from th ere. There are four planes a week outof Honolulu that can carr y the equi pment . The fir st possible flight the equi pment
could be put on , if space were available , would be next Tuesday morning. Itwould be in Honolulu about noon. I don ’t know how long it will take from there to
the wet-slip. I will send you a telegram with all of the routing information,schedule and way-bill numbers as soon as they are available from the carrier. Iunderstand it will be shi pped collect and converted to a GBL at the destination.

Please wr ite to me if any part of this informa tion is not clear.

Sincerel y,

SCIENTIFIC -ATLLANT A , INC.

Curtis E. Jame s
Product Manager
Underwater Sound Instrumentatio n

C EJ I dk
Fnclosure
cc: Scientific-Atlanta , Inc .

Braniff Tower - Suite 435
Dallas , Texas 75Z35

D. D. Baker
DRL , Univ. of Texas
Aust in , Texas

Herman Fva~ s
Naval Ship Systems Command
Washin gton , D. C. 

~~1~1T ~~ ~~~~~~
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IDENTIF ICATI ON OF INTERFACE CABLE S AND PLU GS SENT TO PEARL HARBOR
SHIPYARD IN ADVANCE OF THE INSTRUMENTA TION.

1. The two cables made of the blue-j acketed coax have the proper connectors at
one end to mate with the SA 1116-1 Preamp lifier. You are to pick the two
connectors that are most often found on your test hydrop hone. and comp lete
them. The correct schematic diagram was shown in ATTA CHMENT 3 to my
last letter.

2. The 8-p in connector is the MS 3 lO6A -2O -7P connector required to terminat e
the console-end of the cable whose furth er end connects to the synchro a in the
FQM tra ining rn echanlsn -i . This was  discussed in paragrap h 5 of the attachment
to my last letter - - and a table listing the c onnections that must be mad e is
tabulated there.

3. The three long cable0 are used to connect the SA console to the El Normali zers
sampling box, located in the remote console. This is shown In ATTACHMENT 1
of the enclosure to my last letter. They are being sent to you now just in case
you have a special way of rou ting cables between the two consoles and want to
install them. If not , just hold them for arriv al of the equi pment and instal l
them as shown. They are identified on my attachm ent as being used at 33, .74
and 37.

‘+. The four pin connector is the MS 3 106A-l4S-5P connector shown in ATTACHMENT
2 to my last letter. It is discussed in paragrap h 6.

,. The BNC -type connector i~ being furnished to you for the cable discussed In
paragraph 3a of the attachment to my last letter. It will mate at the console
with a connector that will furnish the drive signal for your power amplifier.
As indicated in my letter , it was recommended th at you use RG 59A/U
coaxial cable here. The far end is to be connected as required to the powe r
amplifiers input terminal.. I have put the precisio n resistor mentioned in my
letter in the packa ge with the connector. It is the one that is to be used
across the Input terminal s to your power amplifier.

o. The 14-p in connector is the one I refer red to in thi , letter. You can use it if
you wish , to replace the one you propo sed to use on the control panel you
desi gned for the FOM.

~1


